DBEX0963 - EXCALIBUR ORIGINAL
Excalibur Glow Me Up!

WORLD PREMIERE: the Excalibur Glow Me Up is the first
timepiece to feature luminescent diamonds at night in
different hues. The latter is possible thanks to a patented
process which is to add luminescent material underneath
the diamonds, in the grooves that are holding the stones
into place. In addition to that, another patented process
allows the timepiece to have the calibre glow! The
chamfers of the calibre are painted with luminescent
material enhancing the iconic star-shaped bridge by
night. The Excalibur Glow Me Up! is also featuring the new
RD512SQ calibre, a reengineered calibre with improved
power reserve up to 72 hours and increased durability
thanks to a new lube. The case is made of EON GOLD, a
non-tarnishing alloy of pink gold.

Boutique exclusive
Limited edition of 8 pieces

Description
-

The skeleton calibres manufactured by Roger Dubuis in Geneva are the essence of the expressive singularity of the
Excalibur collection. Complying with one of the most respected certifications of Haute Horlogerie, the Poinçon de
Genève, the Excalibur watches are designed like contemporary works of art. Every single component being finished
by hand, the watches are symbols of passion. The work of hyper-skilled craftsmen is at the forefront of each watch
with a direct view on the creative mechanics making these pieces more alive than ever.

Calibre
-

Name:
Energy:
Functions:
Components:
Jewels:
Frequency:
Power reserve:
Diameter:
Diameter in lines:
Thickness:
Finishes:

RD512SQ
Mechanical, manual-winding
Hour, minute
194
19
3 Hz (21’600 vph)
72 hours
37.1 mm
16
6.9 mm
Circular-grained main plate and bridges with NAC or pink gold coating

Case
-

Type:
Diameter:
Material:
Bezel:
Crown:
Glass:
Case Back:
Thickness:

Excalibur with design signature: notched bezel and three lugs
42 mm
EON GOLD
EON GOLD set with baguette diamonds
EON GOLD
sapphire crystal with anti-relflective treatment
EON GOLD with smoked sapphire crystal
12.7 mm

Dial
Pink gold coated double surface flange with engraved minute track and transferred texts, polished and pink gold coated
hour markers with SLN in the center

Hands
Triple surface hands in pink gold with satin brushed finish on the tilted surfaces and shot-blasted finish on the flat white
surface, SLN tips

Strap
Black 3D calf leather strap, interchangeable with Quick Release System - QRS

Buckle

Water Resistance

Pink gold cover with titanium blades, triple folding,
interchangeable with Quick Release System - QRS

10 BAR (100 m)

